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About Bache Pallets
BACHE PALLETS has the design capability, the equipment and the
production capacity to meet mass production requirements. Investment
in CAD Design Equipment speeds the design process and robotic
welders ensure consistent quality welds aiding increased through put
of large volume work.
This considerable investment in machinery allied to traditional skills and
many, many years experience have helped to make Bache Pallets a
major force in the UK, with export markets across the world.
The company has grown in line with a steadily growing turnover both
in the UK and our export business. Bache Pallets has successfully
exported its products to Belgium, Germany, Spain, Brazil and the
USA. The company, which has always had a strong affiliation with the
automotive industry now secures orders from every possible market
sector and regularly provides material handling products to many blue
chip organisations.
Bache Pallets production capacity brings together traditional skills
alongside, state of the art, CNC machinery including robot welders,
metal punching and cropping equipment and press brakes. This
ensures maximum efficiency whether our output is small batch or high
volume. Hot electrostatic spray painting is used for every conceivable
size and shape of pallet. Many other finishes are available including hot
dip galvanising, electrogalvanising, powder coating and PVC coating.
In keeping with today’s international and UK quality requirements
essential to many of our major customers, ISO 9001-2008 was achieved
many years ago. We have also recently achieved ISO 9001-2015.
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General Purpose pallets
Expanded Metal Pallet
A special pallet with expanded metal panels and a half drop side gate
to facilitate loading/ unloading. This pallet is collapsible for economy
of return journey.
Load Retention Cage
Below is a picture of a half drop side wire mesh load retention cage which
converts a standard wooden pallet base into a storage container.
Heavy Duty Box Pallet
This versatile pallet with its formed sides offers strength and rigidity for
a multitude of uses.
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Specialist in the
Automotive Industry
(Body in White – Trim and Final – Power Train)

Bache pallets produce a range of dedicated racks
designed especially for the automotive industry. We offer
a range of moulded materials that can be developed to
retain any size or shape of component. As highlighted in
the pictures on this page, we can also offer bag systems
for carrying lightweight parts, as well as vacuum formed
trays for medium to heavyweight items.
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Bespoke Design
and Manufacture
At Bache Pallets we are experts in pallet design combining all
the features you require. For every component or product we can
design and build the corresponding pallet or container. From simple
shapes to the complex curves of vehicle panels, from items loaded by
hand to the arms of excavators, we know how to load them and keep
them safe.
Automated production lines often require special loading or unloading
techniques, our expertise in this field is second to none. A combination
of CAD, 3D Modeling, CAM and above all, experience, enable us to
cater for all of your requirements.
Investment in Computer Aided Design (CAD) allied to the experience
gained over many years, enables Bache Pallets to provide the designs
to meet customers criteria.
Cost savings are made by:
l

Ensuring maximum product holding capacity.

l

Best fit pallet for transport and container purposes.

l

Incorporating collapsing mechanisms, thereby reducing return
transport and storage costs when pallets are not in use.

We can therefore design and develop racks which can be precisely
tailored to your requirements, even down to specifying the colour and
labelling/identification details.
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Logistics – Spare Parts Distn,
Wheeled Containers
Bache Pallets provides a large range of products that are designed
to meet the need to reduce costs and increase sales through more
efficient logistics. The products are developed to integrate into our
customers’ supply chains.
All of our designs are based on many years experience and carried out
by our design engineers using Auto Cad. Our wealth of experience in
dealing with many leading companies in both metal and plastic allied to
modern facilities ensures the technical quality of manufacturing. With
very flexible production capacity, we can deliver even large volumes
promptly.
We provide a large range of products with different functionalities and
designs, such as:
l

Roll containers

l

Dollies

l

Foldable Cages

l

Pallet Convertors and Retention Cages
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Stillage Repairs – Working
Assets Harder from Body
in White, Trim and Final to
Engine Racks
Bache Pallets specialise in providing a dedicated service in repairing
and re-furbishing all types of stillages, racks and pallets. We offer
Full repair, Refurbishment or Equipment up date, we have the
engineering expertise to bring new life back to your assets to ensure
that you maximise your life time investment costs. We have full shot
blasting and paint facility to colour coat your equipment to extend
the life of your equipment... So don’t leave your racks, stillages or
pallets gathering to rust, contact us and we will look at how we can
work together with you to put a programme in place to recycle your
investment. Helping you work your assets harder.
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